Rules of play for American Rotation
American Rotation is an improved combination of traditional pocket billiard games.
AR (American Rotation) is played in rotation with balls numbered 1-15, balls 1-10 receive a point
value of 1 point each and balls 11-15 receive a point value of 2 points each for a total rack worth 20
points every time. Play continues until one player reaches the predetermined required score to win the
match.
With the exception of the very first rack of the match, players will alternate the break and the breaking
player will start the rack with ball in hand immediately after the break.
Players lag for the break and the winner of the lag chooses who will break first.
The very first rack of a match is played much like any other rotational game we play.
If the breaking player pockets a ball on a legal break they receive the points for those balls pocketed,
they will remain at the table with the option of shooting, playing safe or pushing out. They do not
receive ball in hand after the break in this opening rack. Three object balls must pass the head string
for a legal break. Balls pocketed do count as a ball past the head string. If three balls fail to pass the
head string the player must rebreak.
If the opening breaker fails to pocket a ball on a legal break the opponent comes to the table with the
option of shooting, playing safe or pushing out from the current position.
A ball pocketed during a push will be rewarded to the player that takes the shot.
Foul on the opening break (pocket scratch or cue ball off the table) will result in all balls pocketed
staying down, points being awarded to non breaking player for those balls pocketed and ball in hand
anywhere on the table to the non breaking player. For this reason players may consider passing up the
option to break in the very first rack.
Racking order;
15 ball is the head ball, the 2 and 3 balls are racked behind the 15. The 1 ball is in the middle of the
rack with the 13 & 14 balls behind the 1 ball with the rest of the balls placed in any order. Rack your
own.
When breaking, players can hit any ball in the rack for it to be considered a legal break.
The game or rack does not begin until the cue ball strikes a ball in the rack. Miscues or accidental taps
of the cue ball across the line are not fouls and do not start the game. Once the cue ball contacts a ball
in the rack the game is considered to have been started.
Note; The only time a ball will be spotted in American Rotation is if an object ball goes off the table
on a break shot. This will not be considered a foul and the object ball will be spotted on or directly in
line behind the foot spot and play will continue as normal.
During the normal course of play if an object ball is knocked off the table it will be considered a foul,
the ball will not be spotted, the incoming player will receive the points, the ball will stay down and ball
in hand will be rewarded to the incoming player.
The player that pockets the last ball (not necessarily the 15 ball) on the table of the first rack will start
the rotation of alternate breaks with the breaker receiving ball in hand for the very first shot after the
break, whether they make a ball or not. If the breaker fouls on their turn of the break the opponent will
receive points for all balls pocketed but the breaker will still remain at the table starting the rack with
ball in hand.*

American Rotation is a call shot (ball & pocket) and call safe game with standard rotation pool rules
applying.
Call shot, call safe rules give the opponent the right to make a player shoot again if they miss a called
shot or they pocket a ball on a called safety.
If a ball has been pocketed on the unintended call the player that shoots the next shot (determined by
incoming player) will receive the points for any balls that were pocketed on unintended shot.
Example; Player “A” misses the called 5 ball but accidentally sinks the 7 ball.
Player “B” has the option to take the shot from the current location and the point for the 7 ball or make
player “A” shoot again with player “A” receiving the point for the 7 ball.
The same goes for a safety situation. Player “A” calls safety but accidentally pockets a ball, player “B”
has the option to take the shot from the current location and the points or pass the shot and the points
back to player “A”.
Anytime a player misses a called shot the opponent will have the option to make them shoot again or
take the shot from the current location.
A player cannot make the player shoot again if the shooting player has called safe, executed a legal
shot and did not pocket a ball.
Fouls;
Scratching
Not hitting the lowest numbered ball on the table first
Cue ball or any object ball off the table (other than on a break shot for object balls)
Moving one or more object balls accidentally during the course of a stroke. If even just one ball moves
during the course of a stroke it will be considered a foul.
It is not a foul to accidentally move just one ball prior to a shot. It does become a foul
if you move it back without asking your opponent to leave it there or replace it.
If you have moved two or more balls accidentally prior to a shot your opponent will have the right to
move them back to as close to their original positions as possible & receive ball in hand.
If a player has ball in hand and accidentally touches any object ball at any time it is a foul.
Anytime a player fouls the opponent will receive points for any balls pocketed during that shot and
will receive ball in hand (with the exception of the alternating break process* see above breaking rules)
The 3 consecutive fouls rule is in effect but it is not loss of game or rack.
If a player has committed 3 consecutive fouls the non offending player will receive a “Free shot” and
ball in hand immediately after the free shot. This means the non offending player comes to the table
with ball in hand and may shoot into any ball they like (points count for balls pocketed) and take cue
ball in hand immediately after this free shot.
A player must let an opponent know they are on 2 fouls anytime prior to their next shot.

